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The emotions which thus it was  desired  to  evoke
were, however, strictly limited by the Brahminical theory
of life.   The actions and status of man in any existence
depend on no accident; they are essentially the working
out of deeds done in a previous birth, and these again are
explained   by   yet   earlier   actions   from   time   without
beginning.    Indian drama is thus deprived of a motif
which is invaluable to Greek tragedy, and everywhere
provides a deep and profound tragic element, the inter-
vention of forces beyond control or calculations in the
affairs of man, confronting his mind with obstacles upon
which the greatest intellect and the most determined will
are shattered.    A conception of this kind would deprive
the working of the law of the act of all validity, and,
however much in popular ideas the inexorable character
of the act might be obscured by notions of an age
before the evolution of the belief of the inevitable opera-
tion of the act, in the deliberate form of expression in
drama this principle could not be forgotten.   We lose,
therefore, the spectacle of the good man striving in vain
against an inexorable doom; we lose even the wicked
man whose power of intellect and will make us admire
him, even though we welcome his defeat.   The wicked
man who perished is  merely,  in the view of Sanskrit
drama,  a criminal undergoing punishment,  for whose
sufferings we should feel no sympathy whatever; such a
person is not a suitable hero for any drama, and it is a
mere reading of modern sentiment into ancient literature
to treat Duryodhana in the Urubhanga as the hero of the
drama.   He justly pays the full penalty for insolence and
contempt of Vishnu.
It follows, therefore, that the sentiments which are to
be evoked by a Sanskrit Nataka are essentially the heroic

